A passage West

Backstory
Five weeks earlier you and your companions awoke in a small damp cave. Not knowing who you were or where you came from and clad in strange armor. Surrounded by strange people with foreign ways. The next month was a blur of attacks and flight into the wilderness. South always heading south into the mountains. You have arrived at a small trading post at the base of the eastern mountains.  Cold, exhausted and starving with the winter snows coming you take a risk and enter the trading post for supplies.


Recommendations
The recommendations are designed to enhance your enjoyment and immersion. Thank you for playing and hope you enjoy the module. 
Level one character
Race: Half Elf
Class: Any class except Paladin, Monk or Barbarian
Phenotype: Black Hair and peaches/cream complexion second row fifth to the right on skin color. Human/Elf look as you see fit.

Gameplay
Walk. I usually had search on by default. This allows for more fluid play with multiple henchmen.
Take all the henchmen/companions. The encounters were designed around a group of four. 
Keep your companions alive and with you. The are important to the story and many events (When having a recently raised henchman rejoin they will bump one of the others out of the group. Simply invite the bumped henchman back into the group and it they will join without bumping the other two.)
Buy the mountain and cold weather armors/weapons it adds to the look and is often better then the bioware default. 
Use examine. Many items/people/places have descriptions that can be clues or add to immersion.
Don't stash items. Parts of the module become inaccessible after some events, any stashed items will be lost. Keep anything you want to have on your person or one of your companions.

Mountain Trading Post
This area has no real name. A small post consisting of the Black Ox Inn, the trading post and two houses. It is a waypoint to sell/buy/trade for caravans heading north and south through the Cloudpeaks. The population tends to be fluid merchants, mountain tribesmen, trappers and fur traders, adventurers, ex-caravan guards and mercenaries. The post hires on two or three guards every other season for security, other then that there is no law, no magistrate, and no allegiance to any kingdom. 

Trading Post
All manner of exotic goods flow through this post from south and north of the Cloupeaks. The season is late and the passes about to close. There still is a wealth of supplies to be had here, exotic, local mountain goods and mundane. Camia usually deals in bulk items, furs, wheat, silk, clothing and metals. She does have a ready stock of armors and weapons. Many of which are old adventurer's items either looted from the fallen or sold by adventurers passing through the Cloudpeaks.

Black Ox Inn
The Black Ox is run and owned by Guster. A rough, wild and ancient Inn. The tables and chairs have so many mends from being broken they are a spiderweb of repaired cracks and breaks. Mountain tribesmen, caravan merchants, adventurers, trappers and nobles all rub elbows here. Guster's Inn is the only one in this region of the mountains. 

Ruins
The mountains near this region are a maze of crumbling ruins. From failed trading ventures to ancient towns and cities. A constant flow of adventurers floods the area fighting, dying, victorious or defeated often with no witness but the aged mountains themselves. Titanic battles or skirmishes, famous heroes and villains to crofter’s sons and fishing boat daughters just starting out. The mountains see it all; swallowing the dead and watching the victorious depart to other places and adventures.


Personalities
Companions:

Legodia: Despite her small size Legodia is an excellent and agile fighter. Often weaving and ducking with supernatural skill against opponents three times her size. With her companions or anyone she accepts as a companion she is warm, open and friendly. She is almost xenophobic with strangers. Quiet menace and threatening. Her growing "Us against the world" mentality is causing problems in settled areas.  

Eowung: You first awoke in the cave to see her face above you smiling. Jac awoke her first knowing that she could heal the rest of you. Eowung is sensitive and gentle of nature. A perpetual air of innocence and genuine kindness surrounds her. She is open and warm to everyone she meets. This has caused you trouble in the past. Almost everyone who talks to her for a few minutes comes to like her.

Nadriand: An agile fighter and rogue. Nadriand prefers to flank an opponant fighting Legodia and use his arrows. Nadriand is intelligent, curious, insightful, and has natural charm with a knack for having the right thing to say at the right time. His endless fascination with new constructs and metal devices is exasperating at times. Nadriand is often the "even keel" of the group diplomatically diffusing problems before they get out of hand.

Jac: Deceased Jac was the first awake in the caves. He awoke Eowung next to help heal the rest of you.  Jac was a natural leader and his decisions always seemed to get you and your companions out of impossible situations. His strong persona combined with ability was the only reason you survived the first two weeks. You and your companions have been quietly and deeply mourning his death.

Meledeth: Deceased Little is known of Meledeth. On the third day after awakening in the cave you and she were scouting for food when a giant cave spider grabbed her and ascended into the darkness. The image of her screaming face vanishing into the darkness above you haunts your sleep to this day.

Recommended Companion Tactics
Eowung is very aggressive. She doesn't have the armor or hit points to stay on the front line for long. I usually had her defending me and attacking when I did. If your a fighter have her at medium or close distance. Have her use her bless as often as you can. She is excellent at turning undead and fires it off often until she runs out. Giving her a ranged weapon is good as well, but she can tank so its up to you.

Legodia is an excellent fighter, but watch her health. She criticals a lot and her agility keeps her from getting hit, but her hit points aren't as good. Let her charge up on monsters. At first this is going to save you a lot of punishment. If you’re a melee you'll want to get in there and take the heat off her after you hit second level.

Nadriand is a good fighter and rogue. Its tempting to put him up front and this might work in the first part of the module, but he is never as good as Legodia and he does much better damage with his bow in the rear. He also spots a lot of traps before you can so watch for him moving up to the front with you. 


NPC:

Vilmandra: An air of power surrounds this woman. A cleric researching the local ruins. She is obviously a healer of great skill. Though she does not mention her god, she has been accepting of you and your companions and has taken a immediate like to Eowung.  

Tali: Raised in the southern courts Tali carries herself with quiet authority. A former mage and adventurer who retired to the mountains with her husband an adventurer from one of the mountain tribes. After the sweet bell plague killed her husband and son, Tali stayed to raise her granddaughter in the ways of the courts in hopes of departing with her when she is grown. Tali is deeply respected by everyone in the area. She has a reputation for pointing young adventurers in the right direction when it comes to the ruins.

Guster: Owner of the Black Ox Inn. Guster was born and raised at the Inn. He has traveled little and is content with running his Inn. He can be surly and ignorant, but has an unexpected compassionate side. He has taken in more then a few strays.

Pert: A local trapper that has lived in the mountains for twenty years. It is said he was a ranger when young, but he won't speak of it. He often is in close confidence with Tali and has a great store of local knowledge.

Other Npc's: There are plenty of other npc's to meet. 

Enjoy the module
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